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Faculty of Computer Science, Dalhousie University 15-Feb-2022
DGIN 5201 — Digital Transformation

Lecture 11: Technical Foundations of Digital Innovation

Location: In-Person and On-line Instructor: Vlado Keselj and Colin Conrad
Time: 11:35–12:55

Previous Lecture

Hands-on lecture:
– Example 3 (e3):

– Simple password protection in Apache
– Concepts review: rsync, htpasswd, .htaccess

– Example 4 (e4):
– HTML form and form fields
– Concepts review: form, text field, drop-down list

Fundamentals of Digital Innovation

– A historical look at digital innovation
– Computer Science elements of digital innovation

Three References in Digital Innovation

– Walter Isaacson: The Innovators
– Peter Thiel with Blake Masters: Zero to One
– Yevgeniy Brikman: hello, startup

Three References in Digital Innovation

– Walter Isaacson: The Innovators
– How a group of hackers, geniuses, and geeks created the digital revolution

– Peter Thiel with Blake Masters: Zero to One
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– Notes on startups, or how to build the future
– Yevgeniy Brikman: hello, startup

– A programmer’s guide to building products, technologies, and teams

The Innovators by Walter Isaacson present a history of digital innovation, explaining in depth the key moments in
this amazing development.

Zero to One by Peter Thiel is not only business but also a philosophical work on creating startups that build the
future.

Hello, startup by Yevgeniy Brikman is a more technical tutorial on building products, technologies and teams in the
startup environment.

Some Key Moments in Digital Revolution

– Ada Lovelace, Charles Babbage, around 1843
– Building a Computer, 1937–1945
– Discovery of Transistor, 1947
– Microprocessor (Intel 4004), 1971
– The Internet, 1973
– The Personal Computer (Altair 8800), 1974
– The Web and Online access, 1991

Technical Foundations

– Two main foundations of Digital Innovation:
– Computer as a general computing and information processing device
– Internet as a general communication infrastructure

– Computer as foundation
– File system, processes, users
– Operating system, shell (bash)
– Programs, utilities, commands, applications

– Internet and communication

The Evolution of the Internet: 1961–The present

– Early Innovation Phase, 1961–1974
– Creation of fundamental building blocks
– 1973–74: TCP/IP

– Institutionalization Phase, 1975–1994
– Large institutions provide funding and legitimization
– 1986, beside ARPANET, NSFNET began (civilian Internet)

– Commercialization Phase, 1995–present
– Private corporations take over, expand Internet backbone and local service

More Detailed History of Internet and Web

Early Innovation Phase
1961 — Leonard Kleinrock (MIT) publishes a paper on packet switching networks.
1971 — E-mail is invented by Ray Tomlinson (BBN). Larry Roberts writes the first e-mail utility program.
1973 — Bob Metcalfe (XeroxPark Labs) invents Ethernet and local area networks; client/server computing invented
1974 — “Open architecture” networking and TCP/IP concepts presented in a paper by Vint Cerf (Stanford) and Bob
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Kahn (BBN).
1980 — TCP/IP officially adopted by DoD; Personal computers invented
Institutionalization Phase
1984 — DNS (Domain Name System) was introduced.
1989 — Tim Berners-Lee (CERN, Switzerland) proposes World Wide Web (HTML and HTTP).
1990 — Internet becomes available to wider public, ARPANET transforms to NSFNET.
1993 — Mosaic, the first graphical Web browser implemented by Mark Andreesen and others (National Center for
Supercomputing at the University of Illinois).
Commercialization Phase
1995 — Commercial Internet born: commercialization of the US backbone, Network Solutions takes over domain
registration.
1995 — Amazon founded by Jeff Bezos; AuctionWeb (eBay) by Pierre Omidyar.
1998 — Google founded by Larry Page and Sergey Brin.
2004 — Facebook founded by Mark Zuckerberg, Eduardo Severin, Dustin Moskovitz, and Chris Hughes.
2009 — Internet-enabled smartphones become a major extension.

Main Internet Characteristics

– Internet is defined as the global information system that:
– Uses IP addressing
– Supports TCP/IP
– Provides higher-level services based on TCP/IP, and makes them available to public, similarly to a

telephone system.
– Three important concepts:

1. Packet switching
2. TCP/IP communications protocol
3. Client/server computing

Source: Resolution of the Federal Networking Council (FNC), October 30, 1995.

Circuit Switching

– Developed for phone networks
– Uses dedicated communication paths
– Must have switching and communication capacity
– Must have intelligence to resolve routing

Subscriber Loop

End Office

Long−distance office

Connecting Trunk

Connecting Trunk

End Office

Long−distance office

Intercity Trunk
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Packet Switching

– Problem: Circuit Switching is inefficient
– Solution: Packet switching
– Break communication into small digital packets (≈1000 bytes)
– Each packet = control information + payload
– Send packets independently
– Assemble packets as they arrive
– Result: Factor of 100 in efficiency savings using mostly existing infrastructure!

A Simplified Example

I (73, oct:111) w (119, oct:167) a (97, oct:141) ...(space, 32, 040)

01001001 00010000 01110111 01010001

I want to send you a message.
Original text message

Text digitized

Packets

PayloadControl header

Information

00 01001001 00010000 01 01110111 01010001

Packet Switching Network

– Packets can travel different communication paths, as available
– Computers can be network nodes
– Node operation: briefly store packet and forward
– Uses routers

– Special purpose computers that interconnect the computer networks that make up the Internet and route
packets

– Routing algorithms ensure packets take the best available path toward their destination

Types of Packet Switching

1. Virtual Circuit
– Preplanned route, Packets use virtual circuit identifier, must drop circuit at the end

2. Datagram
– Each packet treated independently
– Packets may get out of order, may go missing, may be repeated
– Receiver must arrange them

– Internet is a datagram packet-switching network

Computer Protocols

– A computer protocol is a set of rules and standards used in computer-to-computer communication
– We use protocols in human communication as well
– Example: protocols for course communication
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– Protocols can be organized in layers, according to the level of abstraction

TCP/IP Standard

– Set of core protocols defining Internet
– Name due to two most important protocols from the set:

– TCP—Transmission Control Protocol, and
– IP—Internet Protocol

– Proposed by Vint Cerf and Bob Kahn in 1974
– Consists of four layers

TCP/IP Layers

Application Telnet, FTP, SMTP (e-mail),
HTTP, HTTPS, SSH

Transport TCP, UDP
Internet (Network) IP, ICMP, IGMP

Link Ethernet, Token Ring
(device drivers and interface cards)

More About TCP/IP Layers

– Link Layer
– or Network Interface Layer, Data-Link Layer
– concerned with direct connection between computers

– Internet Layer
– or Network Layer
– packet movement between physical networks

– Transport Layer
– flow of data (communication) between end hosts

– Application Layer
– details of a particular user application

Link Layer is also called Network Interface Layer, or Data-Link Layer. It consists of the standards and protocols
for direct communication between two computers, or a direct way of broadcasting information from one computer
to a group of computers. It includes hardware specifications, such as network cards, wireless cards, and cables; and
software, such as operating system device drivers.

To explain the basic functionality of the Link Protocol Layer, we can say that it provides a standard to support a
computer to send a packet of data to another computer on the same network.

Internet Layer or Network Layer, handles movement of packets around the network, such as routing of packets.

The basic functionality of the Intenet Protocol Layer is to provide support for a computer on the Internet to send a
packet of data to another computer anywhere on the Internet. This means that the packet may need to hop from a
computer to another computer, and from a network to another network along the way.

Transport Layer handles flow of data between two hosts. There are two main ways of data flow, covered by two
main protocols at this layer: TCP and UDP.

The basic functionality of the Transport Protocol Layer is to provide support for a program running on a computer
to communicate to another program on another computer anywhere on Internet. This typically means that a program
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can request (similarly to a telephone call) communication to another program at another computer, and when a
communication line is open, it can send messages to another program, and receive messages from that program.

Application Layer handles application-specific communication. Since there are many applications, there are many
protocols defined for them. However, some of them are more important and used regularly. There is additional
protocol “stacking” frequently happening within the application layer.

The functionality of the Application Protocol Layer depends very much on a particular application using the protocol.
For example, an application for sending e-mail will have certain rules, such as specifying an email address, which is
described in the protocol SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol). As another example, HTTP (Hyper-Text Transfer
Protocol) defines rules of how a web browser can access a web page, and what kind of communication needs to take
place between a browser and a web server.

Packet Data Encapsulation

– When a user’s application needs to send data to another host, the data is broken into packets
– As lower-level protocols are used, the new additional control data is added to the packets
– This is referred to as packet data encapsulation
– At desination, the control data is removed and messages are assembled

Packet Data Encapsulation

Representative Protocols

– Link Layer
– Ethernet, Token Ring, Frame Relay, ATM

– Internet Layer
– IP, ICMP, IGMP
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– Transport Layer
– TCP, UDP (User Datagram Protocol)

– Application Layer
– HTTP (Hyper-Text Transfer Protocol), Telnet, FTP (File Transfer Protocol), SMTP (Simple Mail

Transfer Protocol), DNS (Domain Name Service), SSH (Secure Shell)

Link Layer Protocols: The Ethernet protocol is frequently used to connect computers in a local area networks. It
includes Ethernet cards associated with each computer in a network, addressed using MAC addresses (MAC is an
abbreviation of Media Access Control). A MAC address, in its standard oldest form also called MAC-48, consists
of 6 bytes usually represented with 12 hexadecimal digits in a form that looks like: 21:A3:FE:67:89:A0 The
computers transmit information in form of packets, while all other computers connected listen. The senders can
detect transmission collision, stop sending, and try again after a randomized pause. Some other link-layer protocols
are Token Ring, Frame Relay, and ATM.

Internet Layer Protocols: The main protocol at the Internet Layer is IP (Internet Protocol). This protocol defines
they way all hosts in Internet are addressed and how packets are sent from any host to any other host. Some additional
protocols at this layer are ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol) and IGMP (Internet Group Management
Protocol).

Transport Layer Protocols: The Transport Layer contains two main protocols: TCP (Transmission Control
Protocol) and UDP (User Datagram Protocol).

TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) provides a reliable flow of data between two hosts. It handles breaking data
into packets for the IP protocol, acknowledging received packets, setting timeouts to make certain that lost packets
are resent, reassembles data from packets, discards duplicate packets if they happen, and similar. It uses TCP port
numbers to separate different communication lines on the same computer.

UDP (User Datagram Protocol) provides a much simpler service than TCP. It sends packets of data, called datagrams,
from one host to another. There is no guarantee that the packets will be received or they may be received twice. It
uses UDP port numbers to separate different communication destinations on the same computer.

Application Layer contains many protocols, and some of the best known ones are the following:

HTTP (Hyper-Text Transfer Protocol) is used to transfer Web pages, submit information in Web forms, etc.

SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) is used to pass email from a sender to recipient.

FTP (File Transfer Protocol) is used to transfer files from one computer to another.

DNS (Domain Name Service) is used to resolve symbolic domain names, such as www.cs.dal.ca to IP address
of the appropriate host.

Telnet is a protocol used for remote login, based on TCP. However, it is not recommended to be used as a login
protocol due to transparency of the content in the network. An eavesdropper on the network is able to directly read
the telnet communication content. Due to its very close similarity to raw TCP communication, it is frequently used
to debug other communications, such as SMTP, IRC, HTTP, FTP, or POP3. However, only FTP uses exact data
format of Telnet.

SSH (Secure SHell) is used for secure (encrypted) remote login, as well as file transfer. We were able to use SSH in
the lab, when logging in to the server. The PuTTY program uses the SSH protocol to provide login connection.

What are TCP and IP?

– Two main protocols in the stack of layers
– IP — Internet Protocol

– belongs to Internet Layer
– concerned with global packet addressing (IP numbers)
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– TCP — Transmission Control Protocol
– belongs to Transport Layer
– establishes duplex connection between two hosts
– splits and reassembles packets
– checks for time-outs and re-sends packets

IP — Internet Protocol
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TCP — Transmission Control Protocol

Client/Server Examples

– HTTP and HTTPS: browser and web server (e.g., Apache, Nginx)
– ssh: PuTTY and ssh server (e.g., sshd)
– DNS: e.g., browser and DNS server (e.g., named)
– program and a database server (e.g., MySQL)
– Email: email readers and SMTP servers (e.g., sendmail)
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Features of Three-Tier Architecture

– Front-end
– HTML and CSS in a simple form
– Improvements: JavaScript, AJAX; jQuery, and JS frameworks

– Back-end, logic tier
– Scripting languages (PHP, Perl, Python, Ruby, etc.)
– Straightforward: Apache and CGI
– Improvements: Web frameworks such as Flask, Django, Mojolicious

– Back-end, data store tier
– Straightforward: plain files, MySQL, SQLite
– More: MongoDB, Redis, other database systems

Scripting Languages

Scripting Languages

– Developed as helpful tools for automating tasks, rapid prototyping, gluing together other programs
– Evolved into mainstream programming tools
– Examples

– shell scripts (e.g., bash)
– Early text processing: sed, Awk
– Perl, PHP, Python, Ruby, Tcl, Lua, . . .
– Javascript
– Visual Basic, VBScript, JScript, CScript, WScript,. . .
– . . .
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Brief Overview of some Programming Languages

– (by Brian Kernighan)
– 1940’s — machine language
– 1950’s — assembly language
– 1960’s — high-level languages: Fortran, Algol, Cobol, Basic
– 1970’s — systems programming: C, but also Pascal
– 1980’s — object-oriented: Smalltalk, C++
– 1990’s — strongly-hyped: Java, modest beginning of JavaScript
– 2000’s — lookalike languages: C#, PHP
– 2010’s — retry? Scala, Go, Rust, Swift

Overview of Programming (Scripting) Languages

– 1940’s — (machine language)
– 1950’s — (assembly language)
– 1960’s — Fortran, Algol, Cobol — Basic, Snobol
– 1970’s — systems programming: C, Pascal — shell
– 1980’s — OOP: Smalltalk, C++ — awk, Perl
– 1990’s — Web: Java — Perl, Python, PHP
– 2000’s — Frameworks: C# — JavaScript
– 2010’s — retry? Scala, Go, Rust, Swift — Typescript

Typical Characteristics of Scripting Languages

– Interpreted
– Garbage collection
– Weakly typed; minimal use of types and declarations
– Text strings as an important data type
– Regular expressions support
– Easy execution of external programs

CGI Processing

– CGI — Common Gateway Interface
– Implemented as CGI program; e.g.: prog.cgi
– When requested, executed by Web server and output returned
– Input prepared by Web server


